Demand is high for automation tools supporting productivity and efficiency, with 41 percent of knowledge workers reporting that their performance would benefit most from reducing common, repetitive tasks. With the potential to automate the work tasks that demand 60 to 70 percent of employees' time, McKinsey calls generative AI "the next productivity frontier." AI is not just another technology or business case. In fact, with AI, everything must change. It will shape the future, what it means to be a company, what it means to be human, and how organizations address modern work challenges.

Is your business ready to reap the benefits of AI-powered automation?

Work smarter with intelligent assistance

OpenText™ Content Aviator puts AI into the hands of business users to leverage conversational search, discover content, or even summarize a document or workspace, offering new ways to interact with content and extract knowledge. Content Aviator enables organizations to combine the power of generative AI and large language models (LLMs) with OpenText content services platforms, including OpenText™ Core Content, OpenText™ Documentum™ and OpenText™ Extended ECM, to make document management, knowledge discovery, and business process automation more efficient, effective and intelligent.
Harness the benefits of AI-powered insights, including the ability to:

- **Eliminate manually sifting through large volumes of information.** Content Aviator’s conversational search and context-driven retrieval streamlines this process, saving time and reducing frustration.

- **Reduce the need for human-intensive efforts to understand content.** Content Aviator distills content into comprehensible summaries, enhancing accessibility and usability and allowing for faster decision-making.

- **Boost user productivity and efficiency.** By reducing the time and effort required to find and understand content, Content Aviator empowers teams to focus on high-value tasks instead of getting lost in content navigation.

- **Promote the reuse of existing knowledge.** By making it easier to locate and understand content, Content Aviator ensures that valuable insights and data are consistently used across projects and initiatives.

- **Keep data secure.** Content Aviator will never use business and user data for model training without consent.

### Analyze and summarize documents and workspaces in record time

Reduce the need for employees to understand and analyze complex content. Content Aviator distills content into comprehensible summaries, enhancing accessibility and usability, and allowing for faster decision-making. With faster analysis of documents, employees can spend more time actioning next steps and less time on manual intake.

### Find relevant content faster with your own personal assistant

Eliminate manually sifting through extensive volumes of content to locate relevant information. Content Aviator’s conversational search and context-driven retrieval streamline this process to save time, reduce frustration and empower teams to focus on high-value tasks instead of content navigation.

Driven by AI models that continuously learn from user interactions, content experiences become more accurate and personalized over time. By engaging in conversations and quickly providing relevant answers to natural language questions, Content Aviator allows you to say goodbye to tedious manual searches and helps you find what you need—faster.

With Content Aviator, organizations have an opportunity to embrace transformative technologies to modernize their content services investment and empower workers with an intelligent assistant available in either public or private cloud, to get their jobs done effectively and efficiently.
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